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Acoustic-prosodic entrainment by social robots tutoring English vocabulary 

Abstract 

In recent years, a growing body of research has investigated social robots as tutors. Robot-

assisted language learning (RALL) is a promising application of employing social robots to 

help both children and adults acquire a language, which is a fundamental domain of 

knowledge. The present study attempted to provide new insights into RALL by introducing 

acoustic-prosodic entrainment as a facilitative tool for tutoring. It was hypothesised that pitch-

level entrainment by a Nao robot during a word learning task performed with school-aged 

children would result in increased learning. The results indicated entrainment had no 

significant effect on participants’ learning. This unexpected finding is likely due to 

methodological shortcomings and an implementation of pitch-level entrainment that 

corresponds poorly to previous related studies. In conclusion, it was identified that acoustic-

prosodic entrainment may facilitate RALL, but due to methodological limitations, this study 

did not find the expected evidence supporting that claim. 
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1. Introduction 

As children learn a language, it is crucial to their learning progress that they receive 

appropriate tutoring and feedback. The role of tutoring becomes especially relevant when 

children start learning a second language (L2). A child develops meta-linguistic awareness 

around the same time that they start to learn a second language, which allows L2 teaching to 

make use of explicit teaching methods such as focus-on-form(s) in grammar (Sheen, 2002). 

An effective language tutor should be able to make use of explicit teaching methods and tutor 

a learner as they engage with these methods. 

Notice that the term ‘language tutor’ does not necessarily entail a person qualified to 

be a language tutor. After all, there are other ways of tutoring. An intelligent tutoring system 

(ITS) may be able to tutor a child’s language learning just as effectively. It is not difficult to 

imagine a computer programme or mobile application performing L2 tutoring – in fact, these 

already exist. A digital solution, however, may also take a more physical form to promote a 

sense of engagement and to more closely resemble the ‘gold’ standard of a human tutor. This 

can be achieved by using robots (especially social, humanoid robots). In a meta-analysis of 

the use of social robots for education, it was shown that social robots can indeed function as 

language tutors. However, the authors also emphasise the shortcomings of social robots for 

education. Due to technological constraints such as speech recognition, robots are not yet able 

to understand children well enough to react to the situation appropriately. Combined with a 

lacking ability to generate appropriate verbal and nonverbal output this considerably 

constrains their educational ability (Belpaeme, Kennedy, Ramachandran, Scassellati, & 

Tanaka, 2018). 

Within the field of second language acquisition (SLA) research, there is an 

increasingly large number of studies investigating how to improve robots as language tutors. 

A recent doctoral dissertation by van den Berghe (2019) set out to identify the state of robot-
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assisted language learning (RALL) and its challenges. While the reviewed literature suggested 

that the use of a robot peer in L2 learning activities would match the positive learning effect 

of a human peer, the author found no evidence supporting their hypothesis that “children 

would learn more in both peer conditions compared to when they performed the learning task 

without a peer” (van den Berghe, 2019, p. 105). It is worth investigating these inconsistent 

findings across studies to clarify the effects of robot peers in education. 

The present study attempts to extend the body of literature on RALL by introducing 

entrainment, the event of interlocutors adapting to one another, as a tool to be used by a robot 

tutor to facilitate L2 learning. To closely relate to van den Berghe (2019) as well as other 

RALL and social robot tutoring studies (Belpaeme et al., 2018), the present study uses a Nao 

robot. The robot was named Robin for its gender neutrality, to prevent a gendered 

engagement bias, and after the Nao robot named Robin in Vogt et al. (2019). We decided to 

test school-aged children, as “school-aged children and adults demonstrate a more consistent 

picture [than young children], showing clear word learning across studies” (van den Berghe, 

2019, p. 38). 

The remaining part of this paper proceeds as follows: the second section presents 

previous research on social robots and entrainment in tutoring. The third section introduces 

the present study, its thesis and hypothesis. The fourth section presents the method. The fifth 

and sixth sections will present the results and a discussion thereof, followed by the conclusion 

in the seventh section.  

2. Theoretical background 

2.1 Robot assisted language learning (RALL) 

Recent research on social robots has pointed to their usefulness in second language tutoring, 

namely through robot assisted language learning (RALL). RALL usually refers to a humanoid 

or animal-shaped social robot teaching language to an individual or a group of people. RALL 
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has been found to benefit various types of language learning such as grammar, word learning, 

reading and speaking skills. Although studies have introduced RALL to various age groups, it 

appears to be most effective with school-aged students and adults (van den Berghe, 2019). 

Vocabulary acquisition research has pointed out the benefits of RALL with students of 

various ages. Mazzoni & Benvenuti (2015) found that Italian preschool students improved 

more on an English vocabulary acquisition task when paired with a social robot partner than 

with a child partner. Eimler, von der Pütten, Schächtle, Carstens, and Krämer (2010) reported 

that German primary school students partaking in an English vocabulary acquisition task 

showed a greater learning effect when receiving tutoring from a social robot than those 

learning the German-English vocabulary without any tutoring. Lastly, Alemi, Meghdari, and 

Ghazisaedy (2014) found that Iranian junior high school students learned more from an 

English vocabulary acquisition task when receiving additional tutoring from a social robot 

during English lessons compared to those only receiving tutoring from their human teacher. 

Although these studies all focus on teaching English and thus offer a limited view of SLA, 

they clearly show that language tutoring by social robots has a positive effect on vocabulary 

acquisition. Moreover, it can be concluded that both preschool, primary school and junior 

high school students can benefit from RALL. 

Several limitations of RALL have been identified in van den Berghe (2019). Most 

importantly, it is unclear whether interaction with robot peers or tutors adds the same learning 

gain as interaction with human peers or tutors. The present study should thus take into 

account that there is no clear relationship between having a robot tutor and L2 learning gain. 

2.2 Entrainment 

Robot-assisted learning can be improved by implementing mechanisms that are known to 

raise the efficacy of learning tasks performed by humans. Entrainment, the event of a speaker 

adapting to their interlocutor during an interaction, is one such mechanism. For example, we 
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can entrain to an interlocutor’s syntactic structure (Reitter, Keller, & Moore, 2006, 2011), 

pronunciation (Pardo, 2006) or fundamental frequency (Levitan & Hirschberg, 2011). 

2.2.1 Entrainment by human interlocutors 

According to Gravano, Benus, Levitan, and Hirschberg (2014), there is a link between 

entrainment and “positive conversational attributes, including task success, smoothness of 

interaction, speaker attitude, cooperation, social attractiveness, and power relations, inter alia” 

(p. 1). This belief is motivated by Communication Accommodation Theory (Giles et al., 

1991), which posits that “speakers converge their speech behaviour to that of their 

interlocutor in order to minimize social distance” (Gravano et al., 2014, p. 1). Moreover, 

Gravano et al. (2014) provide clear evidence that entrainment on the intonational contour 

level correlates with increased engagement, which in turn is known to promote learning 

(Carini, Kuh, & Klein, 2006).  

Assuming the positive effect that increased engagement has on learning and the 

increased engagement in the case of entrainment, the link between entrainment and learning 

can be evaluated more directly. Entrainment in interpersonal interaction has been found to 

correlate with learning in several studies. Friedberg, Litman, & Paletz (2012) analysed lexical 

entrainment by groups of undergraduate students working on a project and found that the 

groups who received high scores for said projects used entrainment significantly more than 

the low scoring groups. Another study by Sinha and Cassell (2015) on reciprocal peer tutoring 

by students also found a significant positive correlation between entrainment and learning. 

Considering these studies, a positive correlation between entrainment by human interlocutors 

and learning is to be expected. 

2.2.2 Entrainment by social robots 
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Given what is known on entrainment between human interlocutors, let us now consider the 

behaviour of a social robot tutoring a student. Robot tutors, like their human counterparts, will 

likely speak as part of their tutoring effort. Speaking is especially important for language 

learning tasks because a robot may give spoken feedback to a student, and because a student 

should learn both the orthographic and phonetic representation of words.  

Considering the various cases where a social robot may speak to a student, entrainment in 

RALL is expected to be effective on the acoustic-prosodic level. It is hard to imagine a 

different level that social robots may use to entrain to students. Speech contains several 

directly measurable features such as pitch and loudness, while other features such as speech 

rate or syntactic structure are more complex and harder to code online. Entraining to acoustic-

prosodic features requires less computational power from the robot than entrainment on other 

levels and is thus easier to implement in a broad range of RALL research.  

There is a relatively small body of literature on acoustic-prosodic entrainment by 

social robots. The authors of these studies have generally opted for entrainment on the pitch 

level. Sadoughi, Pereira, Jain, Leite and Lehman (2017) explored the effect of pitch-level 

entrainment on children’s engagement when playing a fast-paced cooperative game with a 

robot. The experiment consisted of two rounds, with children divided over two conditions. In 

one condition, the first round involved entrainment and the second did not, and vice versa for 

the second condition. The results indicated significantly higher engagement for participants in 

the entrainment-first condition. Interestingly, these participants also retained more 

engagement over the course of the experiment than the entrainment-second condition. This 

implies that children are sensitive to the immediacy of entrainment by their robot partner, and 

that their resulting engagement may remain for the duration of their interaction, even if the 

robot has already stopped entraining. 
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Acoustic-prosodic entrainment by social robots also formed the central focus of a 

study by Lubold, Walker, Pon-Barry, and Ogan, which measured learning effects for middle 

school students performing a mathematics task with an entraining social robot. Lubold et al. 

employed a Nao robot with the ability to use social dialogue and entrain to the participant’s 

pitch. They compared three conditions: a non-social (control) condition, a social condition 

where the robot used social dialogue, and a social + entrainment condition where the robot 

also used entrainment by convergent pitch. Results indicated a significant improvement in 

learning between the social + entrainment condition and the control condition and a 

significant improvement between the social and control condition. Notably, there was no non-

social + entrainment condition, therefore this study does not measure the effect of entrainment 

alone. The authors found no significant difference in learning between the social + 

entrainment and social condition, meaning this study does not point towards an increased 

learning effect as a result of acoustic-prosodic entrainment alone. However, it may facilitate 

social dialogue during tutoring to result in more effective tutoring. 

The studies reviewed here suggest that both tutoring by social robots and entrainment 

can facilitate language learning. The following section will introduce the present study, which 

explores the connection between robot-assisted language learning and the facilitative role of 

entrainment. 

3. Present study 

Previous studies have suggested that RALL is an effective method of tutoring school aged 

students, and that entrainment is an effective tool to facilitate engagement and learning. 

However, whether entrainment can facilitate RALL remains unknown. This study aims to 

contribute to research on social robot tutors and RALL by identifying whether entrainment 

can indeed facilitate RALL. 
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While entrainment may occur on several linguistic levels and may thus facilitate 

several types of language learning, this study focuses on acoustic-prosodic entrainment and its 

applicability in vocabulary tutoring. In order to more closely relate to the existing body of 

literature, and to bridge the gap between research on language-learning tasks and other 

learning tasks where entrainment has shown to improve learning, this study, too, employs 

pitch-level entrainment. The following research question was thus formulated: 

 

RQ: Does pitch-level entrainment by social robots during L2 vocabulary tutoring 

improve children’s learning? 

 

This study tests the null hypothesis H0: learning(entrainment+) = 

learning(entrainment– ). Learning is measured as the difference between post-test and pre-test 

scores on vocabulary tests. Based on previous research discussed here, the following 

hypothesis was proposed: 

 

H1: Pitch-level entrainment by social robots during L2 vocabulary tutoring will result 

in an increased difference between children’s scores on the post-test relative to the pre-test. 

4. Method 

4.1 Experimental design 

The experiment followed a pre-test–training–post-test design, which allowed us to assess the 

effect entrainment had on learning for each participant individually. The pre-test served to 

measure the participant’s prior knowledge of the words in the learning task. During the 

training phase, participants completed a word learning task with Robin. In the experimental, 

or entrainment condition, Robin entrained to the participant’s mean pitch during this task. In 

the control condition, Robin did not entrain to the participant. Finally, during the post-test, the 
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participant’s knowledge of the words in the learning task was measured again. The difference 

between pre-test and post-test scores indicated the participant’s learning. 

4.2 Participants 

For the present study, 35 participants between ages 8:10 and 11:5 were tested. The participant 

pool was split into two homogeneous groups; one comprising the experimental (entrainment) 

condition and the other the control (no entrainment) condition. The mean age for the control 

condition was 10:3 and 10:4 for the experimental condition. Both groups comprised 11 female 

and 5 male participants. All participants were students of the Noachschool primary school in 

Schoonrewoerd, the Netherlands. In order to reduce the novelty effect of playing with a 

humanoid robot, all participants had the chance to meet Robin during a 10 minute 

introductory session in a classroom at the Noachschool, which took place six weeks before the 

testing sessions. 

The participants were tested over the course of two weeks, either in a quiet classroom 

at the Noachschool during school time or in a private home near the school after school time. 

As the experiment setup was very similar in both locations, the testing location should not 

affect the participant’s performance. Moreover, the number of participants per condition was 

spread evenly across testing locations; effectively controlling for any differences in 

performance. 

Two participants were excluded from the results because they were diagnosed as 

having a language impairment. One participant was excluded because they were Dutch-Italian 

simultaneous bilingual. Another participant was excluded from the results because they 

answered everything correctly on the pre-test, which means they did not learn any new words 

during the experiment and thus no learning effect could be measured. Lastly, another 

participant was excluded from the results because they had already been exposed to part of the 
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experiment stimuli before partaking in it. Their increased exposure to these stimuli vis à vis 

other participants may have affected their ability to acquire certain words. 

4.3 Materials 

In addition to any mechanical equipment required, the two key parts to testing our research 

question were the implementation of an entrainment mechanism and word learning task in the 

robot. 

4.3.1 Implementing entrainment in the robot 

Robin entrained to the participant through the following steps. Firstly, the participant’s speech 

was recorded using a dynamic microphone connected to a laptop. The recording started and 

stopped with one of the experimenters pressing a button on the laptop. These recordings were 

then passed through a programme that used a volume threshold to detect background noise at 

the peripheries of the recording and cropped the recording to remove this background noise, 

resulting in cleaner recordings. Secondly, the recorded speech sample was analysed in Praat 

(Boersma & Weenink, 2019) to get the mean pitch value for the utterance. Thirdly, the mean 

pitch was rounded to the nearest 5Hz value. Lastly, the rounded mean pitch was passed to 

Robin’s audio player, together with the English translation of the word spoken by the 

participant, which allowed Robin to say the English word with a pitch value corresponding to 

the participant’s pitch. 

Robin’s pool of English utterances was created by generating utterances using Robin’s 

text-to-speech engine and using a Praat script to impose a mean pitch value on them. We 

opted for creating realisations at 5Hz intervals to ensure the minimal distance between two 

samples was smaller than the just noticeable difference between two pitch values, which is 

approximately 7Hz for English listeners (Jongman, Qin, Zhang, & Sereno, 2017). 
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In order to establish an expected pitch range for our participants, and thus find the 

pitch range Robin should be able to speak at, we analysed a set of speech data by children 

aged 8 and 10 years (balanced by gender). These data were recorded by Chen (2011), who 

elicited from their participants “[n]aturally spoken declarative sentences with either sentence-

initial topic and sentence-final focus or sentence-initial focus and sentence-final topic” (p. 

1055). We can expect declarative sentences by our participants of the same age range to have 

very similar prosodic features, and thus very similar mean pitch to these data. The mean pitch 

from 808 utterances ranged from 87Hz to 366Hz. We opted to use the 130Hz to 350Hz (or 

3.05 SD) range to generate Robin’s utterances. Robin’s pool of English utterances thus 

consisted of 45 realisations of each English word appearing in the game with mean pitch 

values ranging from 130Hz to 350Hz at 5Hz intervals. Robin’s English voice was set at 

130Hz for the control condition in order to maximise the difference of Robin’s pitch between 

conditions. 

4.3.2 Word learning task design 

The second key part to our experimental materials was designing a word learning task that 

allowed the robot to entrain to the participant’s pitch. The word learning task was framed as a 

game in order to promote the student’s engagement during the task. The game we designed 

introduced the task as an opportunity for the student to learn some of the words Robin had 

learned during its recent vacation to the UK, where it has had many conversations with local 

English speakers. This allowed us to present the student with a fixed selection of words in a 

fixed order whilst also making the game more interesting by adding a story element.  

The selection of words consisted of 10 nouns and 10 verbs taken from PPVT-IV-EN 

(Dunn & Dunn, 2007) and can be found in Appendix A. All words were monosyllabic in both 

English and Dutch. The set of nouns and verbs each consisted of 3 target words and 7 filler 

words, which had been selected using two steps. Firstly, all selected words appear in PPVT-
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III-NL (Schlichting, 2005). The PPVT increases in difficulty from beginning to end, and a 

certain difficulty level corresponds to an estimated mental age – more specifically the age at 

which native speakers of the target language will typically be familiar with the words that 

appear at this difficulty level. Filler words were selected from difficulty levels corresponding 

to ages below and up to 8 years old, which is slightly less than the age of the youngest 

participants in order to maximise the possibility that all participants were familiar with the 

filler words in their L1. Target words were selected from difficulty levels corresponding to 

ages 10 to 12. In effect, this allowed us to expect participants to be familiar with the fillers in 

their L1 and not to be familiar with the target words in both their L1 and L2, since their L2 

vocabulary will likely be less developed than their L1 vocabulary. 

Secondly, in order to validate these expectations, the selected fillers and target words 

were passed by the participants’ English teacher, who had affirmed our expectations of the 

participants’ familiarity with the selected words in English. 

In order to present the selected words to the participant, the Dutch translation of the 

word and the corresponding image from PPVT-IV-EN1 were printed on A6 paper cards. 

These cards were laminated and bound with rings into booklets to make them presentable as 

ordered sets of words and to make it easy for a participant to hold a full set of word cards. For 

each word, two different cards were created with each featuring a different image of the word. 

Thus, there were four unique ordered sets of cards in total: two sets of verbs and two sets of 

nouns with unique images on each card and cards appearing in different orders for each 

noun/verb set. 

 
1 The fourth edition of the PPVT was used for this because has coloured images that 

make them easier to identify, nicer to look at, and not come across as archaic as the black-

and-white images in the third edition. 
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A dynamic microphone was used to record the participant’s speech. Experiment 

sessions were logged with a video recorder. A laptop with loudspeakers, also placed on the 

floor, was used to conduct the pre-test and post-test. Furthermore, a table featuring a laptop to 

control Robin (an experimenter was present for this purpose) was set up in the room, together 

with the technical equipment required to facilitate this. Figure 1 displays an overview of the 

testing setting. 

The pre-test was an altered version of PPVT-IV-EN, featuring images of the 20 words 

from the learning task and recordings of these words by a speaker of British English. Like in 

the original PPVT, participants were asked to say or point at which of the four images 

presented to them corresponded to the word they heard. Both the visual and acoustic stimuli 

were presented using a PowerPoint slideshow. Answers were marked on an answer sheet. The 

post-test followed the same approach but had different images and recordings by a different 

speaker of British English, which was done to prevent participants from simply memorising 

the combination of acoustic signal and image. 

The robot’s voice was not used for the acoustic stimuli in the pre-test and post-test 

because a previous study on acoustic-prosodic entrainment by social robots indicated that a 

participant’s engagement with the robot is significantly affected by whether or not the robot 

starts entraining to their voice from the start. In effect, using a different voice for the tests 

ensured that participants would not have altered engagement levels during the experiment. 

Figure 1. Overview of testing setting 
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Furthermore, since the participants receive their English lessons from a speaker of British 

English, the same accent was used for the test stimuli to as to not create any confusion or 

difficulty by having various accents. However, since it was only possible to generate Robin’s 

utterances in a General American accent, this may have happened still. 

4.4 Procedure 

A session started with the main experimenter leading the participant into the room, 

introducing themselves and the second experimenter, and sitting down the participant 

opposite Robin. The participant and Robin were seated on the floor (with a pillow for the 

participant) so that their heads were at about the same height, which enabled Robin track and 

look at the participant’s face. When the participant sat down, the main experimenter explained 

to the participant that they were about to play a game with Robin that would allow them to 

learn some of the words Robin learned during its holiday. Robin then introduced themselves 

and explained its story before sending the participant to do the pre-test with the main 

experimenter. 

 After the pre-test, the participant returned to Robin, who explained the game and 

played a practice round with them using a set of cards that did not appear in the game. Two 

rounds were then played. During a round, the participant told all the Dutch words in a card set 

to Robin, who replied to each Dutch word with the English translation of that word. The first 

two rounds were followed by a ‘break’ where Robin told about its vacation and played some 

fun animations. Afterwards, the final two rounds were played. Robin then said goodbye to the 

participant and invited them to do the post-test with the experimenter, which concluded the 

session. 

5. Analysis and Results 
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The results of the pre-test and post-test are shown in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the distribution 

of pre-test scores per condition. An independent samples t-test showed no significant 

difference between pre-test scores in the control condition and the entrainment condition (t 

(28) = .653; p= .834), meaning the two groups of participants could be treated as equivalents 

for further analysis. 

 

 

Table 1. Mean scores (and standard deviations) per test phase per condition 

 Control (N=15) Entrainment (N=15) 

Pre-test score 15.87 (2.13) 15.40 (1.77) 

Post-test score 18.07 (1.28) 17.00 (2.27) 

Figure 3 shows the distribution of post-test scores per condition. According to the hypothesis 

of this study, the use of entrainment during the word learning task should improve learning by 

the participant between test phases. In other words, there is an expected positive interaction 

effect by condition and test phase on word recognition. A mixed effects binary logistic 

Figure 2. Boxplot diagram of pre-test scores per condition 
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regression was used to find evidence for both the main effects (condition, test phase) and the 

expected interaction effect (condition × test phase). Results of the model are listed in Table 2. 

The model indicated a significant but weak positive effect for test phase. Figure 4 shows the 

estimated means of the effect for test phase. The model indicated a negligible, non-significant 

effect for condition. Notably, there was also no significant interaction effect for condition × 

test phase. 

Table 2. Effect size estimates, exponential coefficients and confidence intervals for model 

predicting word recognition 

 Effect 

size 

Exponential 

coefficient 

95% Confidence Interval 

for exponential coefficient 

   Lower  Upper 

Fixed effects      

Intercept 3.31* .04 .01  .10 

Condition .64 1.90 .91  3.97 

Figure 3. Boxplot diagram of post-test scores per condition 
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Test phase 1.20* 3.31 1.91  5.75 

Condition × Test phase -.44 .65 .31  1.36 

  95% Confidence Interval 

   Lower  Upper 

Random effects      

Within-person variability .42*  .18  1.02 

Word variability 3.57*  1.65  7.74 

* p < .05 

6. Discussion 

This study failed to find a significant main effect for condition on word recognition and a 

significant interaction effect for condition × test phase. Hence, the null hypothesis that 

learning in the entrainment condition equals learning in the control condition cannot be 

rejected. One interesting finding is the significant main effect for test phase on word 

recognition, which indicates that participants indeed learned some words as a result of the task 

Figure 4. Estimated means (including 95% CI) for test phase effect 
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performed with Robin. This finding was expected and in accordance with previous RALL 

research (Alemi et al., 2014; Eimler et al., 2010; Elvis Mazzoni & Martina Benvenuti, 2015). 

However, it cannot be considered evidence for RALL as an effective method of language 

tutoring because there was no condition controlling for the presence of the robot. Although it 

is expected to be true, the results do not indicate whether the robot’s presence was of any 

effect because none of the participants performed the learning task without Robin and thus no 

effect could be measured. 

Several methodological shortcomings may have contributed to this unexpected result. 

Firstly, the pre-test and post-test scores contained little intrapersonal variation. Each test was 

comprised of 14 filler words, which participants were expected to be familiar with, and 6 

target words, which were expected to be new to them. However, most participants (83.3% on 

the pre-test, 93.3% on the post-test) were already familiar with one of the target words, 

‘brain’. It was therefore considered a filler word, increasing the ratio of filler versus target 

words to 15:5. The large amount of familiar words not only left little room for intrapersonal 

variation, but also skewed each individual result towards the maximum of 20 correct answers. 

A smaller range of variation between scores makes it more difficult to measure any effects. 

Secondly, although informally assessed by the researchers, engagement by the 

participants was not measured. Hence, no relationship between engagement and test scores 

could be defined. It is possible that participants in the control condition already reached such 

a high level of engagement due to the robot’s novelty effect that there was little to no room 

for increased engagement, and thus increased learning, in the entrainment condition. This 

concern is also found in van den Berghe (2019). Future work could improve upon this study 

by adding a survey inquiring about the participant’s opinion towards the experiment and the 

robot, or by assessing perceived engagement using video footage of the participant interacting 

with the robot. 
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Thirdly, the method of entrainment in the robot was not consistent throughout a test 

session. The robot’s utterances in Dutch were far longer than those in English, which made 

implementing entrainment in the same way for each language technically challenging. Pitch 

proximity on the word level was used for English, meaning the robot attempted to match the 

mean pitch of the participant’s pronunciation of the Dutch word directly. However, this 

method could not be used for the Dutch utterances. Imposing a mean pitch on full sentences 

or even multiple sentences in a row led to unnatural sounding speech, which would be 

decremental to the robot’s intelligibility and ability to increase engagement and learning using 

entrainment. We thus opted for entrainment by pitch convergence on the session level for 

Dutch by raising the robot’s pitch by 7.5% between the introduction and the start of the game. 

By using two different methods of entrainment, the robot’s entrainment might not have been 

as consistent as intended and may not have had the expected effect of facilitating learning. 

Importantly, the method of entrainment in this study also differs from the method used 

in Lubold et al. (2018), which is the only study so far to find an effect for entrainment 

facilitating learning. Whereas the robot in Lubold et al. entrained to the participant by 

converging their pitch to the participant’s over time, the present study used pitch proximity. 

Convergence may be more effective than proximity because it generates more rapport: “a 

feeling of connection, harmony and friendship”, which represents the same values as the 

engagement the present study attempted to raise (Lubold et al., 2018, p. 283). Indeed, in 

accordance with the expected relationship between entrainment, engagement and learning 

presented in this study, Lubold et al. suggest that “[a]n agent which converges may build 

more rapport and a partner who feels more rapport may learn more” (p. 285). The use of 

proximity rather than convergence in the present study may thus explain the lack of an effect 

for entrainment on learning.  

7. Conclusion 
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This study explored the effect of pitch-level entrainment by a social robot in an L2 vocabulary 

learning task. A learning task was designed to allow the robot to teach English words to a 

group of 34 monolingual Dutch participants. Using a combination of pitch proximity on the 

word level and pitch convergence on the session level, this study attempted to find increased 

learning in the entrainment condition vis à vis the control condition. The expected interaction 

effect for condition × test phase was not found. This may be due to any single or a 

combination of several methodological problems, most notably a lack of engagement 

assessment and not implementing entrainment in accordance with previous studies that found 

a positive effect for entrainment on learning. A significant effect was found for test phase on 

word recognition, indicating that participants acquired some words during the test session. 

However, this result cannot be used as evidence for RALL as an effective method of language 

tutoring because the present study did not control for the robot’s presence. 

Despite the unexpected findings reported here, this study may be of value to future 

RALL research. The identified methodological shortcomings can easily be overcome in a 

future study, and considering the body of literature pointing towards a positive effect of 

acoustic-prosodic entrainment on learning, such a study is likely to find evidence supporting 

the hypothesis tested here. 
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Appendix A: Selected words 

The words above the horizontal line are filler words. Those below it are target words. 

Category 1: Nouns Category 2: Verbs 

boat eat 

dog read 

cat walk 

mouth dance 

shoe drink 

ship swim 

ear wash 

rope dig 

brain lift 

tin pour 

 

Practice words 

Ball 

Eye 

Hand 

Sheep 

Sleep 

 


